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ABSIT,ACT
Conversions between the U.S. and Canada have been harmonized using common selection
criteria and compubtions using wilmink's method. Recently the USDA adoptcd Goddard's
method for computation of the 1993 Canada lo U.S. conversion. Differences in the equations
lead to a study to invcstigate the accuracy of the tqro methods. Conversions were computed
using wilmink's and Goddard's methods for the January 1993 Agriculture canada and USDAAIPL production genetic evaluations. Differences in these equations were studied. Conversions
were also replicatcd in a follow-up study to verify the accuacy of both conversion
methodologies. From the replication study, both wilmink's and Goddard's methods were found
to be accurate under those circumstances.

INTR,ODUCTION
Agriculture Canada and the USDA develo@ harmonized procedures for selection of
bulls for calculation of convenion equations using Wilmink's msthod for production proofs
between the united states and canada. In January 1993, the USDA adopted Goddard's method
as described by Powell and Seiber (199). changes in the conversion equations prompted
research at Agriculturc Canada into the relative accuracy of these trro conversion methodologies.
The INTERBULL guidelines @l"rERBUIr Buletin 4, lgo) recommend procedures for
calculating conversions with both methods.
1992 Caneda to U.S. Conversions for Holsteins
ln 192, the USDA and Agriculture canada had fully harmonized their convenion
computations. Bulls were selected based upon augmented INTERBULL criteria as follows:
i) bulls must have at least 75% repabihty (REp) or reliability (REL) and daughters in
at least 20 herds,
ii) bulls from the exponing country must }rrve 99% REp or REL,
iii) bulls must be born in a ten year period in which sufficient number of bulls are
represented in each year but bulls born in more recent yermi are included,
iv) bulls' counEies of origin are determined based upon earliest year of first daughter
birth or calving @ulls which appear simulhneously in both countries are used in both
conversion computations),
v) bulls must be determined to be A.I. sampled or have a proof based upon at least l0o
herds.
Both organizations were able to independently compute conversions for either countrv and
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also computed.

REST'LTS AND DISCUSSION
1993 Canada to U.S. Conversion Resllts
Goddard I and Goddard
canada to u.s. conu"rsions *"ie *.put"d using the wilmink,
of +24 BCA ale
tr methods and the resultini *nu"r.ion p.r"itt"t"rt and sample convenions
shown in Table 2.

by Agriculturc Canada
Table 2 January 1993 Canada to U.S' Conversion Calculations
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FromtheSamplecolumnsinTablesland2thedifferencesinGoddardllandWilmink
toiify-"pp"t""t' The change in the a-value has a small effect
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Tab|e6aMeanandsandarddeviationofthedifference(actualminuspredicted)inETABCAS
for U.S. to Crnada conversion

2.7450
2.8@1
2.4497

0.0011
0.0021
0.0049

(actual rninus predicted) in PTA lbs for
Table 6b Mean and standard deviation of the difference
Canada to U.S. conversion

31r.0991

tt.4382
8.39@

for the U'S' to
Table 7a Mean and standard derriation of the convenion equation panmeters
Csnads conversion

Csnada
Table 7b Mean and standard deviation of the convenion equation parameters for the
to U.S. conversion

well for the U'S'
From Table 6a, both the wilmink and coddard II methods performed equally
the bull's
io Cun"Oa conversion. The figures show a slight trend for Goddard II to underpredict
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Computation Details

Wilmink's Method
th.e expo.rtiqC.collP-.Tjf$"t *"
Wilmink's method is comput€d using proofs.ftom
country as ore independent variable and the
accuracy of the proof or tre uuu in o-e i:mporting
(INTERBULL' 1990):
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